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swore vengeance - embarking on a life-long, time-hopping mission. Then, follow Cable and the seven-year-old
mutant messiah as they go deep into the future and find themselves in the middle of humanity's last stand. Cable
is forced to timeslide into an uncertain future, hoping to find survivors, or food, or water... anything. But the
longer Cable and the girl wander, the greater the devastation. As they fight to survive out in the barren
wastelands, the girl starts to ask Cable the tough questions he's been dreading - namely: who am I, and why do
some people want me dead? Collects X-Men: The Lives and Times of Lucas Bishop #1-3, and Cable #11-12.

X-Force/Cable-Craig Kyle 2010-01-06 It's the exciting sequel to Messiah CompleX! Cyclops has complete faith
that his son, Cable, will do everything he can to protect the so-called mutant messiah - who he believes will save
mutantkind. But he also knows what havoc former X-Man Lucas Bishop has wreaked in the nightmarish future. So
now he's sent his black ops team, the X-Force, on a risky, time-traveling mission to save Cable and the child,
completely unaware that there's something else waiting for them in the future. Something not even Bishop was
counting on... Collects X-Force/Cable: Messiah War, X-Force (2008) #14-16, Cable (2008) #13-15.

X-Men-Ed Brubaker 2008-11-12 Just when it looked like there was no possibility of a future for mutants, hope
arrives. But the X-Men aren't there to meet it - the Marauders and Purifiers beat them to it. Now the race is on to
get the first new mutant since House of M! This crossover epic may spell the end of mutantkind unless the X-Men
can save their entire species from some of their deadliest enemies. Collects X-Men: Messiah Complex One-Shot,
Uncanny X-Men (1963) #492-494, New X-Men (2004) #44-46, X-Men (2004) #205-207, X-Factor (2005) #25-27

X-Men Milestones: Messiah War-Craig Kyle 2020-04-29 Collects X-Force/Cable: Messiah War (2009) #1, Cable
(2008) #13-15, X-Force (2008) #14-16, X-Men: Future History – The Messiah War Sourcebook (2009) #1. The
biggest and best adventures of Marvel’s mighty mutants — these are the X-Men Milestones! Months ago, Cyclops
gave Cable custody of the first mutant born since M-Day, an infant many see as mutantkind’s last hope. Cable
took her into the future but soon found himself trapped there — with the relentless Bishop in hot pursuit, intent
on killing the child. Now Cyclops has finally located Cable and is sending the black-ops squad X-Force forward in
time to help — but Bishop has a horrifying new ally, and X-Force will find a death trap waiting for them! Is the
child called Hope the savior of mutantkind or the bringer of the Apocalypse? The past, present and future
converge in one blockbuster blowout!

Cable Vol. 2-Duane Swierczynski Meanwhile, back in the present . . . In the aftermath of the "Messiah Complex"
war, Cyclops took a leap of faith and allowed his son Cable to disappear into the time stream with the first new
mutant birth since "M" day - and the future of the dwindling mutant population - tucked under his arm. Weeks
later, he still waits for a sign, however small, that he made the right decision. With evidence pointing to the fact
that Bishop has jumped into the timestream and is hot on Cable's trail, the X-Men's unquestioned leader is about
to make one final power move to protect the fate of mutantkind - one that he might come to regret. Collects Cable
#6-10 and King-Sized Cable.

Messiah War-Duane Swierczynski 2008 Spinning out of the decade's biggest X-Men event! The future of
mutantkind starts here! Messiah CompleX changed the X-Men forever. But no one's world has been rocked as
hard as Cable, the time-traveling mutant from the future. He's been charged with the one mission that could save
all of mutantkind - or, if he fails, damn it to extinction. And hot on his trail is a relentless enemy who won't stop
until blood is spilled. No matter where... or when... Cable runs. Collects Cable #1-5.

X-Force by Craig Kyle & Chris Yost- 2014-03-25 They're the X-Men's black-ops strike team, created to go
places and do things the regular squad can't or won't. They're the best trackers and killers the X-Men have to off
er: Wolverine, X-23, Warpath, Wolfsbane, Archangel and more. They're X-Force. When the Purifi ers resurrect
some of the most heinous mutant-murderers in history, X-Force launch into battle with claws out and teeth bared.
But can they rescue a teammate and put an end to Basti on's machinations? And when the lethal Legacy virus is
stolen, X-Force must take on the Marauders while Warpath hunts down the Demon Bear! But can the team save
their friends from the Leper Queen before they run out of time...literally? Plus: Wolverine takes on Hydra solo!
COLLECTING: X-FORCE (2008) 1-13, X-FORCE SPECIAL: AIN'T NO DOG, MATERIAL FROM X-FORCE ANNUAL
(2010) 1

X-Force / Cable- 2010-01-06 The X-Men feel the birth of a single mutant child is the last hope for the mutants'
survival and are willing to go to any lengths to protect her from Bishop, who believes the baby will destroy them
all.

X-Force Vol. 3-Craig Kyle 2010-04-07 Cyclops and Wolverine struggle to deal with the growing threats facing
mutants while still keeping X-Force's existence a secret from the X-Men. Warpath is out for vengeance, Wolfsbane
is missing, and X-23 keeps cutting off pieces of Vanisher. But worst of all? One mutant's deadly actions will put
mutantkind squarely back in the crosshairs of humanity. Things were bad before, but they're about to get a hell of
lot worse. Collects X-Force #12-13, #17-19.

Stranded-Duane Swierczynski 2010 When a freak accident in the time stream strands Hope two years in the past,
she finds herself alone and targeted by the assassin Bishop, and Cable must wade through time to find her and
confront his greatest nemesis, his evil clone Stryfe.

X-Force Vol. 2-Christopher Yost 2009-09-09 X-Force is still reeling from the aftermath of their first mission, but
there's no rest for the wicked. Mutantkind's enemies have multiplied, but Cyclops has a new target for his blackops team, and even X-Force doesn't believe who they're going after next! Collects X-Force (2008) #7-11.

X-Men-Duane Swierczynski 2009-08 By now you know that Lucas Bishop - former cop, renegade X-Man - refuses
to rest until he's killed the so-called "mutant messiah." But do you know why? To answer that question you have to
look into Bishop's past - which actually means jumping 50 years into the future, when his parents barely escaped a
nuclear holocaust, only to land in the most brutal "mutant relocation" camp in the world. There, a young Bishop
first heard the horror stories about the "green-eyed monster" that ushered in the downfall of mutantkind, and
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X-Factor Vol. 5-Peter Allen David 2008-10-08 Following the events of Messiah CompleX, X-Factor Investigations
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is in shambles. Jamie is a basketcase from his trip to a nightmarish future, Layla's fate is completely in the air, and
Wolfsbane has to leave the team to join X-Force, though none of her friends can know about it. What will
Wolfsbane tell the X-Factor team? What are they going to do about Layla? How is Jamie coping with his guilt? Get
onboard here for X-Factor's brand-new direction! Collects X-Factor #28-32 and X-Factor: The Quick and the Dead.

biggest challenge and the biggest failure of his career: Logan. But the layers of lies hide one last, deadly secret
which goes back to the days of the X-Men's founding, and the Professor's timing couldn't possibly be worse...
Collects X-Men: Legacy #217-218, Wolverine: Origins #28-30, and X-Men Original Sin One-Shot.

Cable: The Last Hope- 2018-12-24 The birth of a single mutant child changed the landscape of the X-Men's
world. Some saw the baby as mutantkind's last hope; others as its doom. Cable took the girl into the future,
believing he could save both "Hope" and their entire species. But Lucas Bishop has wreaked havoc across time
and space trying to hunt them down. Now Cyclops sends X-Force into the future to help Cable and Hope - and the
Messiah War begins! Can a weakened Cable triumph over Bishop, Stryfe and Apocalypse, raise Hope to adulthood
and bring her home? And what happens when Hope's mutant powers manifest? Cable and Hope's survival skills
will be put to the test like never before...and the fate of mutantkind rests on their shoulders! COLLECTING: XFORCE/CABLE: MESSIAH WAR 1, CABLE (2008) 13-25, X-FORCE (2008) 14-16, X-MEN: HOPE 1

X-Force Vol. 1-Craig Kyle 2009-01-28 There are lines that the X-Men have sworn never to cross. But after the
shocking events of Messiah CompleX, Cyclops realizes that some enemies need to be dealt with permanently - and
the X-Men can never know about it! Enter Wolverine, Warpath, X-23, and Wolfsbane - X-Force! Collects X-Force
(2008) #1-6.

X-Necrosha- 2010-12-29 Necrosha, the massive event tying X-FORCE, X-MEN LEGACY and NEW MUTANTS!
Selene's Inner Circle stands revealed and her master plan has been set into motion. Watch as the the resurrected
dead lay siege to the X-Men's headquarters, and the fight to survive the Black Queen's vengeance begins. But
while Warpath and Wolverine realize what's happening, they may be too late to stop it. Because Selene is already
well on her way to achieving ultimate power half a world away. Plus, the rest of the X-Men fight mutants back
from the dead! COLLECTING: New X-Men #32, X-Force #11, #21-25, New Mutants #6-8, X-Men: Legacy
#231-234, X-Force/New Mutants: Necrosha One-Shot, X Necrosha: The Gathering, material from X-Force Annual

Waiting for the End of the World-Duane Swierczynski 2009 "Originally published in single magazine form as
Cable #6-10 and King-Size Cable Spectacular #1"--T.p. verso.

X-Force-Rob Liefeld 2005 In the aftermath of the events of Cable & X-Force Vol. 1: The Legend Returns,
Shatterstar finds himself fighting for his life on the island of Madripoor. How does he come into possession of the
Five Fingers of Annihilation, and who else sought to control its terrible power? Featuring Spiral from the pages of
Longshot and X-Men. Collects X-Force: Shatterstar #1-4, plus Shatterstar's classic first appearance in New
Mutants #99-100.

Deadpool & Cable-Fabian Nicieza 2016-04-20 Call them a duo with a special kind of dynamics...call them the odd
couple but with guns...call them 90s comics distilled down into two characters-DEADPOOL AND CABLE ARE
BACK, BABY! That's right-The Merc with the Mouth and the Soldier with the Scowl are together again in this allnew series! When Cable gets a vision of a terrible future set off by the death of one man, he knows he must
protect him no matter what! I'll get you three guesses who's been hired to kill that guy. Go on, guess.
COLLECTING: DEADPOOL & CABLE: SPLIT SECOND (2015) #1-3.

Avengers- 2012-12-19 Target: Avengers! He sacrifi ced himself to save his adopted daughter, Hope. But now,
Cable's back - with an impossible mission! In a far-fl ung future, Cable discovered our world reduced to ash
because Hope did not survive. With only 24 hours to live, he has returned to the present, hellbent on destroying
those responsible: the Avengers! One man vs. Captain America, Iron Man, Red Hulk, Falcon, Spider-Man and
Wolverine... COLLECTING: AVENGERS: X-SANCTION 1-4

Cable Vol. 1-James Robinson 2017-12-06 Collects Cable (2017) #1-5. Speak softly - and carry a huge gun! Cable
is embarking on a new mission - with the fate of all that is on his shoulders! When he picks up the trail of a threat
to the timestream, he sets off on a high-speed, centuries-spanning chase to save reality as we know it. From the
dawn of everything to the modern day, Cable is the only man who can keep history from unraveling! Following his
target back to feudal Japan, he's met with decidedly futuristic warriors! Then, with Cable caught in a Mayan death
trap, an unlikely ally rears his head! As an army assembles from throughout the ages to fight at his side, Cable
will face Conquest in a battle for time itself!

Extermination-Ed Brisson 2019-01-23 Collecting Extermination #1-5, plus the Extermination stinger pages.
Cyclops. Iceman. Angel. Beast. Marvel Girl. The original X-Men assembled by Professor X years ago were brought
to the present to find a world they barely recognized but were determined to help. Now mutantkinds future lies
squarely in the hands of its past! With Ahab hunting the young mutants, and an unexpected yet familiar face
targeting them for his own mysterious agenda, the present-day X-Men are called to arms to protect the original
five. If even one of them perishes, the future is lost. But how many  and who  will die protecting them? To
safeguard the timeline, the X-Men must risk everything to answer the biggest question of all: Can the original
fives fate be changed?

Cable and X-Force Volume 2- 2013-11-19 The most explosive new X-book of Marvel NOW! begins its second
smash storyline! Cable's outlaw team loses a member as Colossus goes to jail - but the armored giant doesn't fare
well in the big house! Meanwhile, Cable comes face-to-face with his father...the fallen revolutionary known as
Cyclops! And when Cable and his X-Force journey into space to face down an alien armada, will they be forced to
clash with the Uncanny Avengers, who are still in hot pursuit? COLLECTING: Cable and X-Force 6-9

X-Force- 2012-01-18 An old X-team foe, Bastion, has weaponized the Legacy virus - a scourge that once nearly
wiped out all mutantkind - and begun infecting mutants, causing them to self-destruct and resulting in mortal
damage to those around them. As X-Force tracks Bastion, the stakes are raised when the mutant-hating robot
kidnaps three young mutants very close to the team. And to make matters worse, X-23's diabolical creators, the
Facility, return to claim their "escaped property." Then, Wolverine fights his way into a Hydra base to save the life
of a mutant child! And finally, when Domino is targeted by the infamous Assassin's Guild, she reluctantly accepts
Wolverine's help. The two set about fending off their attackers - and putting the moves on each other. Can the XForce teammates compete against a murderer's row of villains while distracted by each other? Collecting XFORCE (2008) #12-13, #17-20 and ANNUAL and X-FORCE: SEX & VIOLENCE #1-3.

Cable: The Last Hope- 2018-04-24 Cable is a man on a mission once again! To protect the fi rst mutant born
since M-Day, Cable flees into the timestream with her - and now must raise young Hope as his daughter! But hot
on their trail is the relentless Bishop, a former ally turned deadly foe - who believes that the child must die at any
cost. And to make matters worse, Cable's time machine is broken...and they can only travel forward. Can Cable
protect Hope from unforeseeable future dangers, from cyborg bears to cockroach armies to nuclear Armageddon?
Can Cyclops, back in the present day, find a way to take the fight to Bishop? And will Hope survive to save the
mutant race? COLLECTING: CABLE (2008) 1-12, KING-SIZE CABLE 1, X-MEN: THE TIMES & LIFE OF LUCAS
BISHOP 1-3, X-MEN: FUTURE HISTORY - THE MESSIAH WAR SOURCEBOOK

Wolverine- 2013-06-18 It's the best and brightest moments from Wolverine's long and storied history, presented
in a gorgeous oversized slipcased hardcover and packed with dozens of extras, just in time for Logan's triumphant

X-Men-Daniel Way After his bruising encounter with Cyclops and Emma Frost, Professor X is forced to revisit the
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return to the big screen! Witness sickly James Howlett's transformation into the battle-hardened Logan, and then
into the metal-clawed super hero called Wolverine! Experience Logan's struggles to learn the ways of honor,
control his bestial nature, and deal with a litany of friends and foes from his checkered past! Thrill to his nearfatal encounter with Magneto! And be there as Wolverine takes on the responsibility of mentoring the next
generation...and opens a school! Featuring some of the legendary names in comics to have ever worked on
Wolverine, including: Chris Claremont, Warren Ellis, Mark Millar, Jason Aaron, Barry Windsor-Smith, Frank
Miller, Jim Lee, Adam Kubert, Andy Kubert, Paul Jenkins, Larry Hama, Dave Cockrum, Lienil Yu, Kaare Andrews &
Chris Bachalo. The Wolverine: Adamantium Collection HC stands over 1 ft. tall and weighs in at 16 lbs! Each copy
includes a code for a free digital copy on the Marvel Comics app (for iPhone®, iPad®, iPad Touch® & Android
devices) and Marvel Digital Comics Shop at no additional cost. COLLECTING: Origin 1-6; material from Marvel
Comics Presents (1988) 72-84; Uncanny X-Men (1963) 162, 205, 268; Wolverine (1982) 1-4; Wolverine (1988) 75,
119-122; Wolverine (2003) 32; Wolverine & The X-Men 1-3 720 Pages/Parental Advisory

than to look to the future, they're learning that their past just isn't done with them yet. The squad is catapulted
into action when the lethal Legacy Virus goes missing, threatening the lives of every mutant on the planet.
Wolverine and the young X-23 must attempt to hold the team together as the brutal, damaged histories of
Wolfsbane and Archangel threaten to tear everything apart, starting with each other. Meanwhile, clouds are
gathering on the horizon, as the mutant-hating cyborg Bastion places many of the X-Men's greatest threats back
into positions of power, spewing the same anti-mutant rhetoric for which they were once known. To protect the
future of mutant kind, the members of X-Force must deal with all of their old ghosts.

X-Men- 2011-06-15 We're in knee-deep in the Heroic Age and the X-Men are smack-dab in the center of the
Marvel Universe! CHRIS YOST returns to the X-Books to tell a story that pits two fan-favorite X-Men up against a
major Spider-Man villain! Who are these X-Men and why are they wearing disguises? Also, Fantomex and Batroc
fight over a stolen diamond!

X-Force-Peter Milligan 2003 After coming under new ownership and suffering from the attentions of a marketing
blitz, the members of X-Force try to rescue a young mutant from his government, all the while unaware of the real
threat against them.

X-Men Milestones: Second Coming- 2020-06-30 The biggest and best adventures of Marvel's mighty mutants these are the X-Men Milestones! Mutants have never had it worse. The mutant population is down to a mere 181.
In the last year, only one mutant has been born - the girl called Hope, believed to be the "Mutant Messiah" who
will reignite the species. Hope was raised in the future by Cable, and now the two have returned! But the Human
League is bent on eradicating Earth's final mutants - and they see Hope's death as the final nail in the coffin. As
Bastion and his allies unleash a merciless all-out assault on the X-Men, everything rests on Hope's shoulders. Will
this be mutantkind's end? COLLECTING: SECOND COMING: PREPARE (2009), SECOND COMING (2010) 1-2,
UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) 523-525, NEW MUTANTS (2009) 12-14, X-MEN LEGACY (2008) 235-237, X-FORCE
(2008) 26-28

X-Force - Volume 1- 2009-01-28 After the events of the Messiah CompleX, Cyclops changes his strategy, realizes
that certain enemies, such as the Purifiers, need to be dealt with, and sends Wolverine, X-23, Warpath, and
Wolfsbane to do the dirty work. Collects "X-Force" no 1-6.

X-Force - Volume 1- 2009-01-28 They are the X-Men's special black-ops strike team, created to go places and do
things the regular squad can't or won't. The members? The best trackers and killers the X-Men have to offer:
Wolverine, X-23, Warpath and Wolfsbane. Their name? X-Force. When the bloodthirsty, mutant-hating religious
sect known as the Purifiers rears its head, the members of X-Force launch themselves into battle with claws out
and teeth bared. But the team's plan is thrown into disarray when the Purifers get their hands on Wolfsbane. XForce must make moves to rescue their teammate and put down the Purifiers permanently - but the religious sect
has plans of its own. resurrecting some of the most heinous mutant -murderers in histoyr. As if that wasn't
enough, the team also sees the return of a fan-favorite X-Man - though whether the X-Force will fight beside or
against him remains to be seen.

X-Force Vol. 1- 2020-05-19 X-Force is the CIA of the mutant world--one half intelligence branch, one half special
ops. Beat, Jean Grey and Sage are on one side. In a perfect world, there would be no need for an X-Force. We're
not there...yet. COLLECTING: X-FORCE (2019) 1-6

X-Force Vol. 1- 2019-06-11 After decades of combat, the man called Cable has fallen in battle! Now, Cable's
original X-Force team of Domino, Cannonball, Shatterstar, Boom-Boom and Warpath reunite to hunt down his
murderer and avenge his death! The '90s mutant militia is back, teeth gritted and hot for blood...but when their
target is a time-traveling younger version of Cable himself, is there a line that X-Force absolutely cannot cross?
And what does Deathlok have to do with all of this time-traveling insanity? A reckoning will come...and if X-Force
is lucky, they just might survive! It's an all-new, high-octane mutant adventure as only the original X-Force can
deliver it! COLLECTING: X-FORCE 1-5

X-23- 2007-08-22 After escaping the facility that created her, X-23 struggles to create a life for herself, but she
will not rest until she faces off with the one man most responsible for her life, Wolverine.

X-Force- 2011-11-16 No longer able to abide Professor X's passive ideals, the young members of X-Force split
from the X-Men to carve out their own aggressive destiny! Featuring the threats of Magneto, the X-Ternals
and...War Machine!? Guest-starring Deadpool, Nick Fury, the New Warriors, Storm and Beast - and featuring the
return of Cable! Collecting NEW WARRIORS (1990) #31 and X-FORCE (1991) #19-25.

New X-Men by Grant Morrison- 2011-11-23 The X-Men have long been at odds with one man who has caused
them so much torment throughout the years: the genetic terrorist known as Magneto, Master of Magnetism. They
have battled him on many occasions as he fought against Charles Xavier's dream of peaceful coexistence between
mutants and humans, preferring instead that mutants inherit the Earth. At last, the X-Men's greatest adversary
was thought dead, finally ridding the world of his mutant menace. But instead, he was simply hiding, waiting in
secret to make a move against the team that has thwarted his plans again and again. But where he was hiding will
shatter the lives of everyone at Xavier's Mansion. Can the X-Men prevent his planned genocide of the entire
human race?

Cable and X-Force Classic -- 2013-06-04 Cable and X-Force are united under the pen of blockbuster writer Jeph
Loeb! A new era begins as Cable revamps his mutant strike team and relocates to the X-Mansion - where
Cannonball "graduates" to the X-Men, and Boomer gets unhealthily attached to the murderous prisoner named
Sabretooth! But when Cable's wife Aliya returns from the future with a dire warning, he'll be swept up in a timetraveling battle to save his younger self from his arch-nemesis Stryfe! Plus: Cable's mentor Blaquesmith debuts,
Caliban and the Mimic return, Grizzly goes bad, and Deadpool helps Siryn escape from...a mental hospital?
COLLECTING: Cable (1993) 21-28, X-Force (1991) 44-48

Wolverine- 2008-12-24 A collection of stories in which Logan, also known as Wolverine, finds himself facing
savage killers, gangsters, and bears.

X-Force-Craig Kyle 2009 The X-Men as a team have always existed to safeguard both the future of mutant kind
and that of humanity as a whole. But while the covert team of mutants known as X-Force would like nothing more
x-force-cable-messiah-war-x-force-volume

X-Force Omnibus -- 2013-02-19 Beset from all sides by a growing roster of vicious foes, the New Mutants and
their mysterious mentor Cable have no choice but to transform into a proactive, butt-kicking, take-no-prisoners
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mutant strike team! But can the new X-Force survive head-on clashes with Deadpool, the Morlocks, Proteus,
Stryfe and his Mutant Liberation Front, the Juggernaut, the new Brotherhood of Evil Mutants, and...S.H.I.E.L.D.?
COLLECTING: New Mutants (1983) 98-100, Annual 7; X-Men Annual (1970) 15; X-Factor Annual 6; X-Force
(1991) 1-15; Spider -Man (1990) 16; Cable: Blood & Metal 1-2; material from New War - riors Annual 1, X-Force
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